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1. Introduction

In 1991, Koyama, Maurer, Okamoto and Vanstone [5] pointed out the existence of new
one-way trapdoor functions similar to the RSA [10] on elliptic curvesover a ring. At
Eurocrypt ’96, Meyer and Müller [7] presented another elliptic RSA-type cryptosystem
with a public encryption exponent equal to 2. We will show that this cryptosystem may be
reduced to the cryptosystem of Rabin-Williams [9, 11]. This has a lot of consequences. For
example, Meyer and Müller claimed that 11 messages are required to mount successfully
the so-called low exponent attack against their cryptosystem. However, since the system
is reducible to the Rabin-Williams’ one, only two messages [1] are required by using the
algorithm of Coppersmith [2].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the cryptosystem
of Meyer and Müller. In Section 3, we show how it may be reduced to the cryptosystem of
Rabin-Williams. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2. Elliptic curve cryptosystem of Meyer-Müller

In this section, we describe succinctly the cryptosystem of Meyer and Müller. For a de-
tailed description, we refer to the original paper (see [7]).

Letn be the product of two large secret primesp andq, both congruent to 11 modulo 12.
Consider the elliptic curveE over the ringZ=nZ given by the Weierstraß equation:E : y2 = x3 + ax+ b:



2.1. Encryption procedure

Assume Alice wants to send the messagem to Bob. First, she randomly chooses� 2Z=nZ � f0g, and setsP = (m2; �m3) 2 E. Next, she setsa = �3, and computesb = (�2 � 1)m6 � am2. Finally, she computes the pointQ = 2P on the curveE, and
sends the corresponding ciphertext consisting ofa; b; x(Q); t = �y(Q)n � ; l = lsb �y(Q)�:
2.2. Decryption procedure

Since Bob knows the factorization ofn, he can recover the messagem as follows. He first
computes the unique square rooty(Q) of x(Q)3 + ax(Q) + b, with typet and lsbl. Next,
he computes the setI = �1 � i � s j 2Pi = Q anda2 = y(Pi)6x(Pi)�9	 :
If #I = 1, then the message is given bym = y(P1)3x(P1)�4a�1.
3. Analysis

We can easily determine two polynomialsP1 andP2 2 Z=nZ[X ] for whichm2 is a root.
Since the pointP = (m2; �m3) is on the curve, we have�2m6 = m6 + am2 + b: (1)

So, by cubing (1), and by replacingm2 byX , we obtain the first polynomialP1(X) = �6X9 � (X3 + aX + b)3= (a2 � 1)X9 � 3aX7 � 3bX6 � 3a2X5 � 6abX4 � (a3 + 3b2)X3�3a2bX2 � 3ab2X � b3: (2)

The second polynomial is constructed from the first coordinate of the pointQ = 2(m2; �m3),
which is given by x(Q) = (3m4 + a)24�2m6 � 2m2:
Hence, with equation (1), we haveP2(X) = �x(Q) + 2X�(4�2X3)� (3X2 + a)2= �x(Q) + 2X�4(X3 + aX + b)� (3X2 + a)2= �X4 + 4x(Q)X3 + 2aX2 + �8b+ 4a x(Q)�X � a2 + 4b x(Q): (3)

Sincem2 is a root ofP1 andP2, m2 will be a root ofR = gcd(P1;P2); (4)

which is, with a very high probability [8, 3], a polynomial of degree 1. Thus, by solving
this polynomial inX , we obtain the value ofm2.



4. Conclusion

We showed that the system of Meyer and Müller may be reduced to the cryptosystem of
Rabin-Williams, because it enables to recover the value ofm2 from the Meyer-Müller’s
cryptogram corresponding to the messagem.
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Appendix

Index to notations

Formal symbolism MeaningE elliptic curvex(P ) x-coordinate of pointP 2 Ey(P ) y-coordinate of pointP 2 Elsb(a) least significant bit ofa�an� or (a=n) Jacobi’s symbol ofa modulonZn ring of integers modulon
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